
Now Available:
Final Coat High Hide Gray

(Formulated for deep tone and high gloss paints)

Painted over Final Coat Ultra White

Never-Miss Coloring Gel and Final Coat Ultra White

Final Coat Ultra White sprayed on walls and ceilings

TM

Final Coat is a breakthrough formula 
designed to achieve a high quality 
Level 5 Finish, saving material 
and labor costs.

CONSISTENT APPLICATION THAT YOU CAN DEPEND ON

Superior Level 5 Finish
NEVER-MISS® FINAL COAT

Today’s construction products demand the consistentcy 
and high quality finishes of Never-Miss Final Coat:

} Built in primer that will help you achieve a Level 5 application.

} Garanteed not to flash, bleed or compromise your job. You get it right the 
first time.

} Spray Final Coat as a finished celiling application — The result is a 
bright white, smooth surface. NO PAINTING NECESSARY!

} Add Never-Miss Final Coat to textures to attain an even spray pattern 
without taped surfaces showing through.
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Never-Miss yellow over blue Coloring Gel 
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Visit Grabberman.com for more details on these professional quality products

NEVER-MISS® COLORING GEL
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} Eliminate flashing
} Save time and money
} Highlight touch ups

}Quickly locate finish flaws
}Reduce call backs
}Increase productivity

Coloring Gel for Touch Up & Tracking

A breakthough formula
Never-Miss Coloring Gel is a breakthrough formula for tinting drywall joint compound and spackle providing 
better visibility and limiting paint flashing. Never-Miss is use for tracking job and worker progress during final 
touch up, patches and repairs. Never-Miss is specifically formulated with a built in primer and color indicator 
designed to ensure a superior finish every time.

Simple to use
Never-Miss Coloring Gel can be applied using the traditional hand method using automatic tools, or sprayed on. 
Never-Miss color rises to the top as the joint compound dries and easily sands away making locating 
imperfections a snap.
Never-Miss is ideal for touch ups easily guiding the finisher back to areas that needing sanding or reworking. 
No special lighting is needed. Priming patched areas is eliminated because primer is built into Never-Miss.

Use Never-Miss to:


